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The new mortuary features wall art to help create a comfortable and calming environment for families 

Comfort for bereaved families 
As part of the redevelopment, a new mortuary has 

been created, boasting a range of enhancements.  

The new space includes a viewing room which aims 

to support bereaved families through the provision 

of a comfortable environment that is sensitive to the 

needs of different cultures.  

Along with a new viewing room, there is also new 

and advanced technology including security 

upgrades, as well as a dedicated waiting area and 

internal public bathrooms. 

The new space has been designed to respond to 

current needs and accommodate increased 

capacity.  

Mortuary Coordinator, Jerry Spanidis, said the new 

mortuary design had helped address the needs of 

both staff and the community. 

“It meets our commitment to preserve the dignity 

and wishes of the deceased and family members, 
A new look for the waiting area outside the new 
mortuary  

with a well-designed viewing room offering privacy 

and support to bereaving families and relatives.” 

Additionally, the new viewing room and waiting 

area feature vinyl wall art and neutral furnishings, 

creating a welcoming and calming space for family 

groups and other visitors to the facility. 
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Student learning opportunity   

We recently invited students from Liverpool Girls 

High School and Liverpool Boys High School to visit 

the multi-storey car park construction site and 

witness the final ground floor slab being poured.  

Stefan from ADCO Constructions, our project 

builders, gave the students a great insight into the 

concrete slab construction process, including how 

concrete is prepared, tested and poured.  

Be sure to check out the latest video for an update 
on the new multi-storey car park construction, as it 
begins to rise over the hospital. It also highlights 
recent project milestones and what’s planned for 
coming months.  
 

View it on YouTube at  

https://youtu.be/cmw8x_fJ0Nc 

Throughout the year we’ll be keeping you updated 
on progress of the redevelopment project with a 
series of videos. Be sure to keep an eye out for the 
next edition in August! 

Fun fact – it takes 
170 steep steps and 
around six minutes 
for our tower crane 
operator to reach 
their office each 
morning.  

The operator can 
make the trip up to 
eight times a day, 
totaling 2270 steps  
– that’s a lot of 
climbing.  

Check out the great 
views of Liverpool 
and the multi-storey 
car park construction 
site from the cabin!   

View from the top! 

60 seconds with... 

Name:  Trevor 

Role:  ICT Project Manager, LHAP  

Trevor has more than 20 years of experience in 

Information Communications Technology, 

Telecommunications and Biomedical Science. 

His days as part of redevelopment team involve 

managing redevelopment related changes to the 

hospital’s ICT network infrastructure – one of the 

most crucial components of the project. 

Trevor recently led the relocation and reconnection of 

one of the hospital’s ICT network communications 

room, which involved more than 600 key hospital 

connections. These connections support patient 

monitoring systems, medical imaging servers, 

hospital television services and more – all while still 

maintaining critical hospital services. Nice work, 

Trevor and the team! 

Car park project in the spotlight 
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